INSTRUCTIONS

1. Please count and make sure all pieces are present before assembly.
2. The pole pieces are delicate. To prevent damage, do not use excessive force.
3. Assemble crystal puzzle by putting the puzzle pieces together in the order shown below.
4. Missing a piece? Email info@ugames.com or call (415) 503-1600 with missing piece number.

---

Look for the stud marks between pieces #1 and #2, and pieces #58 and #60, for easy positioning.

Insert pole piece #63 into the small house to lock it to the base. Pole must be inserted in the direction pictured above.

Insert pole piece #56 into the blade from the front and lay the pole on piece #55. Then cover the pole with piece #58.

After assembling piece #58, insert the center pole piece #59 from the top, through the base, and screw down tightly with key enclosed. Cover pole with piece #60.